Address Accuracy, Document Formatting & Mail Piece Control

Reach Your Customers With A Higher Level Of Document Integrity

Your mail offers a tremendous value opportunity if managed properly. It can help you grow your business by: 1) reaching existing customers and strengthening ties with them through more personalized, professional mail; and 2) reaching new customers with appealing, targeted mailings.

But no two customers are the same. The new integrated FastPac™ Inserting Solution provides the means to create, assemble, and send a customized mail piece to each customer. Multiple-page mailings of various lengths with variable inserts can now be assembled in high volumes, in deadline-driven environments, on a tabletop inserting system.

It's easy and it's available today! By utilizing PB First™, Pitney Bowes® integrated mailing solution, you can benefit from the most cost-effective, cost-saving, and productivity-boosting features available today. That means you can take advantage of up-to-date, accurate addresses, partial code processing and optical mail recognition (OMR) that make it easy to control the contents of each individual mail piece and big box.

• Process a variable number of pages per set of documents.
• Selectively add flyers or pre-folded materials to a set.
• Secure the entire inserting process. Because document insertion integrity is a must, Pitney Bowes® employs advanced technology to ensure that only the documents you intend are inserted!
• Add bar code, PES labels, and other transactional data to your mail pieces.
• Add Levvel and Graphic Information, such as logos, fonts, bars, and logos, or utilize your existing formatted documents.
• OptiFlow™ Height-Adjustable Work Table. Available in 60" or 72" size with shelf and locking doors.
• OptiFlow™ Work Table. Adjoin to each operator can perform at a comfortable height.
• OptiFlow™ Power Stacker with a vertical productivity feature of DI500/DI600 FastPac™ Inserting System offering more flexibility and document integrity than ever before.
• Gain Control of Each Mail Piece. Help ensure that the right contents go into the right envelopes.
• Process statements, checks and invoices of varying lengths.
• Manage overspeed documents easily.
• Verify and Update Address Information Before The Mail Is Printed. Promote your company name and address information.
• Verify the job prior to printing.
• Print postal codes and supporting structure, data management, and business requirements.
• Mail Coach—Maximize your effectiveness.
• Personalized training and support for Pitney Bowes® software applications for your unique application.
• System and procedural tips for completing acceptable presort mailings.
• Visual Feedback™ Add-on Kit. Guide your operators to load a job, switch from current job to another one, or easily program a new job.
• FastPac™ user interface allows operators to walk a job, switch from current job to another one, or easily program a new job.
• OptiFlow™ Power Stacker with a vertical design, neatly stacks of mail in sort sequence. Loads and unloads easily.
• OptiFlow™ Height Adjustable Work Table. Buildable in 60” or 72” size with shelf and locking doors.

It's easy and it's available today! With utilizing PB First™, Pitney Bowes® integrated mailing solution, you can benefit from the most cost-effective, cost-saving, and productivity-boosting features available today.

Multi-page mailings of various lengths with variable inserts can now be assembled in high volumes, in deadline-driven environments, on a tabletop inserting system.

Value Added Services

PB FIRST™ Software

PB First™ Software unlocks the productivity features of DI500 / DI600 FastPac™ Inserting System offering more flexibility and document integrity than ever before.

Value Added Services

PB FIRST™ Software helps ensure that both your systems and your operators will perform at their peak levels.

Operator Training—Maximize your productivity.

• Hands-on with your own DI500 / DI600 System.
• Customer file tuning of your key applications.

Installation & Integration Services—Maximize your operational efficiency.

• Design and implementation of a custom technology solution.
• System and procedural tips for completing acceptable presort mailings.
• Complement your unique infrastructure, data management, and business requirements.

Maximize your effectiveness.

• Personalized training and support for Pitney Bowes® software applications for your unique application.
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The Pitney Bowes DI500 / DI600 Integrated Solution For Folding, Inserting, Mail Piece Integrity, Postal Optimization, Work Flow Efficiency

Success in business today means more than just delivering quality products or services. You’re under extreme pressure to manage resources efficiently, control costs, optimize cash flow and increase revenue. At the same time, improving communications with your customers is key. This is where Pitney Bowes can help – our Integrated Solutions bring a new level of operational efficiency to your business communications process.

Pitney Bowes’ DI500/ DI600 FastPac™ Inserting Systems you can match both of your current customers, and target new customers, with an increased level of efficiency. They are flexible systems that excel in target marketing, and direct mail, as well as advanced inventory and informational mailings.

Bringing Productivity To Your Daily Applications

Regardless of the business you are in, the kinds of mailings you do are probably very similar. Your repetitive mailings need to accomplish one of four objectives:

- Manage or transport your financial documents – bills, statements, purchase orders and checks.
- Support your transactions – direct marketing letters or donation requests.
- Convey information – newsletters, announcements or paychecks.
- Request a transaction – invoices and statements.

The PITNEY BOWES DI500/ DI600 FastPac™ Inserting Systems save you time and money by processing your outgoing mail. Now you can save costs without sacrificing dependability, and leverage the capabilities of our integrated Pitney Bowes® systems to bring in new business. Our Pitney Bowes® Integrated Document and Mail Management Solutions let you put the marketing information you’ve already assembled to work.

The new Pitney Bowes® DI500 / DI600 FastPac™ Inserting Systems raise the performance bar for mid-size mailers to a new level – for speed, accuracy, reliability and ease of use. The DI500 / DI600 can help you:

- Increase your revenue by optimizing your mailings.
- Ease of setting promotional pieces boosts effectiveness and flexibility.
- Mailings that are easy-to-do are done more often.
- Increase the speed, accuracy, and efficiency of processing your outgoing mail. Now you can save costs without sacrificing dependability, and leverage the capabilities of our integrated Pitney Bowes® systems to bring in new business. Our Pitney Bowes® Integrated Document and Mail Management Solutions let you put the marketing information you’ve already assembled to work.
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